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office filed one brief to defend an Ohio law that makes it a crime to knowingly lie during an election campaign and another brief arguing that the law violates the First Amendment. The Attorney General argued that his dual constitutional obligations—to uphold the laws of Ohio and to protect the rights of its citizens—compelled his decision. Adam Liptak, In Ohio, a Law Bans Lying in Elections. Justices and Jesters Alike Get a Say, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 25, 2014, at A16.

54. Weinstein, supra note 5, at 172 (emphasis added).

Rethinking the Character and Fitness Inquiry
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The bar’s character and fitness inquiry has no shortage of critics. The critiques are not aimed at its goal—public protection—but at the way in which it is conducted and its underlying assumptions. Bar authorities look at past conduct (e.g., crimes, academic misconduct, credit history), evidence of rehabilitation, and current conduct to assess the applicant’s character. The assumption is that it is possible to tell from this information whether the applicant possesses the requisite character and fitness to practice law. While this assumption is intuitively appealing, it has not been rigorously tested. A recent study of Connecticut bar applicants and their subsequent discipline history indicates that the factors that bar authorities consider when making admission decisions do not strongly predict who will later be disciplined.
For the vast majority of applicants, the character inquiry is just an inconvenience, as virtually all applicants are eventually admitted to the bar. Yet the inquiry has significant costs. Applicants must spend time and money to gather the personal information and can be subject to substantial stress, inconvenience, and embarrassment if they are required to participate in hearings. Questions about credit history may disadvantage certain applicants based on their socio-economic backgrounds. The focus on past criminal conduct may perpetuate racial and class biases, as people of color and the poor are subjected to disparate treatment in the criminal justice system. The questions about a bar applicant’s psychological history may deter law students from seeking much-needed psychological help. Indeed, the very existence of the character and fitness inquiry may deter some people from applying to law school who would have made good lawyers had they done so.

Notwithstanding these criticisms, bar authorities claim that the inquiry is needed to protect the public and the administration of justice. This might be persuasive if there was evidence that bar authorities can accurately determine which applicants possess the good character needed to be a trustworthy lawyer. Unfortunately, there is not. Indeed, the very concept of “good character” comes from moral philosophy and not from our growing understanding of the psychology of human behavior. That research reveals that even people who are honest in one situation are not necessarily honest in others. Lawyers are no exception. Moreover, their ethical behavior is affected by the offices in which they work, the clients they serve, the issues they confront, and the norms of the communities in which they practice. This information is often not known until after bar admission occurs.

Moreover, most lawyer discipline is imposed on middle-aged males who practice in solo or small law firms. These lawyers tend to work in personal plight areas such as criminal law, family law and personal injury, where disputes are emotionally charged and clients are often vulnerable. Much of the discipline imposed on these lawyers is for neglect of client matters or failure to communicate with clients. This behavior often results from insufficient office support or from taking on too many matters. Neglect also occurs due to psychological problems or substance abuse. Indeed, disciplined lawyers often report some depression related to work or life circumstances, such as family or financial crises. These problems typically arise several years after the character and fitness inquiry occurs.

**Studies on Character and Fitness Data**

Only two studies have sought to explore whether there is, in fact, a relationship between bar applicants who disclose “problem” behaviors during the character and fitness process and the subsequent imposition of discipline. The first, published in 1991, was based on a review of 52 disciplined attorneys’ records and their bar admissions files, and a comparison to the general population of Minnesota bar applicants. The investigators found that disciplined lawyers were more likely to have revealed evidence of certain types of conduct in their admissions files (e.g., arrests, possible substance abuse, involuntary employment terminations, financial problems) than other bar applicants. While the percentages of disciplined lawyers who reported some of this history were elevated relative to non-disciplined lawyers, the results were not analyzed for statistical significance or subjected to other statistical analysis. As one of the investigators later noted, “[T]he study was not conducted scientifically and involved a very small sample.”
A more recent systematic study was conducted of Connecticut lawyers. That study used information from the admissions files of lawyers admitted to the Connecticut bar from 1989 through 1992, in order to compare those who were disciplined (152 lawyers) with a random sample of 1,198 lawyers who were not disciplined up until 2010. The study analyzed various information reported during the bar admissions process that might predict later lawyer misconduct including, *inter alia*, prior criminal history, problem credit history, prior employment history, academic misconduct, substance abuse, and psychological history. The study revealed that many of the responses on the admissions application are statistically associated with the subsequent imposition of discipline. Nevertheless, these variables are poor predictors of subsequent misconduct because the overall baseline likelihood of discipline is so low (only about 2.5% of all admitted lawyers). Thus, even if some variable (for example, having defaulted on a student loan) doubles the likelihood of subsequent disciplinary action, the probability of subsequent discipline for someone with a student loan default is still only 5%. It seems highly unlikely that a bar regulator would deny admission to an applicant who had only a 5% chance of subsequent discipline, especially when in many cases, that discipline would be no greater than a single reprimand.

It is instructive to consider some of the categories in which differences were found. Consistent with the social deviance and criminology literature, gender has a statistically significant effect (p<.01) on the probability of being disciplined: being male raises the probability of discipline by approximately 2.5 percentage points. Put another way, women have a 1% chance of being disciplined, while men have about a 3.5% chance, other things equal. On the other hand, at 3.5%, the probability of discipline is still very low.

Among the academic history variables, higher law school rank is associated with a reduction in the probability of discipline. Relative to someone graduating in the fourth quartile of law schools, graduating from any higher tier school reduces the probability of discipline by about 2 percentage points, all with some level of statistical significance. Higher law school grades are negatively associated with discipline risk, and the effect is statistically significant (p<.05).

There is also some relationship between financial difficulties and discipline, but it is relatively modest. Each additional thousand dollars of student debt raises the probability of discipline by 0.04 percentage points, and this result is significant (p<.01). Higher non-student debt has no statistically significant effect on discipline. Having delinquent credit accounts increases the likelihood of discipline by about 2.3%, and the effect is statistically significant (p<.01). Somewhat surprisingly, having had a previous bankruptcy lowers the risk of future discipline.

Prior involvement with the criminal/civil justice system raises the chances that a bar applicant will be subsequently disciplined, but the effects are mostly small. Having a prior criminal conviction is associated with a roughly 1.2 percentage points greater chance of discipline. This is only half as large as the increment from being male, and is not statistically significant. Having been a party to a civil suit (as plaintiff or defendant), raises the discipline probability by almost the same amount as a criminal conviction, and this effect is statistically significant (p<.05). Traffic violations are associated with a higher discipline risk, with each additional violation adding about 0.3 percentage points to the likelihood of discipline. While quantitatively small, this effect is statistically significant (p<.10).
Finally, drug or alcohol problems reported at the time of bar admission are not associated with a higher discipline risk, but the presence of prior mental health problems is associated with a higher risk of discipline. The effect is about 3.5 percentage points and statistically significant (p<.01). But it remains true that someone who reports a mental health diagnosis or treatment is still overwhelmingly unlikely to be disciplined: The baseline probability of discipline for someone with no reported mental health problems is only about 2.5%, so having such problems only raises the probability of discipline to about 6%.

Efforts to create a statistical model by combining various factors to determine whether it was possible to predict which applicants will be disciplined and which will not were unsuccessful. The best model correctly predicted 100% of the 1,198 non-disciplined lawyers. But it correctly predicted only 3 of the 145 (2.1%) disciplined lawyers. (A prediction of discipline was deemed “correct” if it indicated a 50% or higher likelihood that a lawyer would be disciplined.) In other words, when all the available information was used in a statistically rigorous fashion, there were only three additional correct predictions for who would be disciplined (and no more correct predictions of who would not be disciplined).

It should be noted that the failure of the variables to strongly predict subsequent discipline was not due to the fact that those who were likely to be problematic lawyers were denied admission to the bar. Only 1-2 applicants to the Connecticut bar are denied admission each year. Three additional applicants withdrew at the hearing stage from 1989-1992, but they were all able to practice in another jurisdiction.

Of course, the Connecticut study only analyzed the information appearing in applicants’ admissions files. While supporting documents from law schools, credit agencies, motor vehicle departments, and recommenders are included in the Connecticut application files to verify portions of the applicant’s self-report, some applicants may have failed to disclose other hard-to-discover information, such as substance abuse. Thus, the study only reflects the predictive value of the information that is disclosed to bar examiners, and not the predictive value of applicants’ true personal histories. In addition, discipline is an imperfect proxy for lawyers’ misconduct, as much lawyer misconduct is never detected, reported, or sanctioned through formal channels. Nevertheless, discipline sanctions include much of the serious detected misconduct—such as criminal convictions—and it is the best available measure of lawyers who engage in serious wrongdoing.

The Meaning of the Findings
The Connecticut study raises questions not only about the relevance of some of the information elicited from bar applicants, but about the meaning of the results. For example, one of the most powerful predictors of the likelihood that a lawyer would be disciplined is simply being male. The finding that male bar applicants were significantly more likely to be disciplined than female applicants replicates similar findings in the United States, Canada, and Australia. This finding is interesting because women are more likely to work in solo practices than men and more likely to suffer from depression, and should therefore be more likely to be disciplined. The reasons for the gender differences are unclear. It is possible that women are more conscientious than men or more risk-averse. Female lawyers may have less contact with clients than their male counterparts, which may present fewer...
opportunities for them to be grieved by clients. It is also possible that female lawyers are more conciliatory when clients become dissatisfied or distressed, making women less likely to be the subject of grievances. Alternatively, something may be happening during the discipline process that makes it less likely that women will be disciplined.

The reasons that certain other variables predict discipline may have less to do with poor “character” than with other factors. For example, studies have shown that the law school attended affects students’ career options. Law graduates who do well in law school and graduate from top-tier schools are more likely to go to large firms; lawyers who graduate from lower-tier schools are more likely to work in solo and small firm practice. Solo and small firm lawyers are more likely to be disciplined, especially for relatively low-level acts of omission (e.g., neglect of client matters, failure to return phone calls) that may not be due to the poor “character” of the applicant, but rather, may be due to inadequate office support.

The results indicating that bar applicants with delinquent credit accounts or with higher student debt load are more likely to be subject to discipline may have a similar explanation. It may be that delinquent account holders have problems managing their paperwork or may not take their legal obligations seriously. Such traits might lead to misbehavior and discipline. An alternative explanation, however, is that bar applicants with delinquent credit accounts and higher student debt tend to come from less affluent socio-economic backgrounds. We know that graduates of elite law schools are more likely to come from higher status socio-economic backgrounds and to work in the largest firms. These individuals may also need to incur less student debt in order to attend college and law school than other applicants. Those with a problematic credit history or greater student debt may come from less affluent backgrounds, and therefore may be more likely to attend local or lower-tier law schools. These individuals are much more likely to work in solo or small law firms, where discipline is more likely to be imposed.

Conclusion

Notwithstanding its limitations, the Connecticut study raises some obvious questions. For example, is it fair to bar applicants—or a wise use of resources—to require them to produce information to bar authorities that has little predictive value? Of course, the character and fitness inquiry also has symbolic value, both as a sign to the public that lawyers are to be trusted and as a signal to the profession that lawyers are supposed to comply with the law. But this does not mean that all of the information currently elicited during the character and fitness inquiry is needed in order to protect the public or to promote the character and fitness requirement’s other goals. About which conduct—and how deeply—should bar authorities continue to inquire?

Further research is obviously needed. For example, it may be that certain information such as academic misconduct or recent substance dependency predicts later misconduct, but is routinely under-reported to bar authorities. Interviews with disciplined lawyers about their pre-application histories might help shed light on this question. A larger study of lawyer applicants might make it possible to assess whether there is a relationship between certain pre-application history (e.g., a problem credit history) and later types of misconduct (e.g., theft of client money). The research required to make this assessment can only occur if bar regulators make their admissions and discipline records available to
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researchers. To date, with the exception of Connecticut, it has been extremely difficult to obtain cooperation from regulators or courts for this purpose. Bar admission authorities cannot credibly claim that the character inquiry is needed to protect the public but then deny access to the information necessary to prove or disprove this claim.
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Judges, like all Americans, are making increased use of social media, albeit at lower frequency than the average user. According to a 2012 Report of the New Media Committee of the Conference of Court Public Information Officers, 46.1% of judges report using social media, up from 40.2% in 2010. Yet judges remain concerned about whether they may do so without running afoul of judicial ethics codes.

Judges have good reason for concern, as examples of their colleagues using social media in ethically dubious ways abound. In North Carolina, a judge was reprimanded for using social media to conduct independent research on a party appearing before him and for engaging in ex parte communications with one of the lawyers. In Alabama, a judge was reprimanded for making comments on his Facebook page about contempt proceedings in his courtroom against an Alabama lawyer.

More and more bodies charged with regulating judicial conduct have observed that judges need guidance on how, and whether, to navigate social media, and several states and the American Bar Association have now weighed in with ethics opinions on judges’ use of social media. Recognizing, as the ABA opinion does, that judges should not become “isolated” from the community in which they live, and the undeniable reality that social media “has become an everyday part of worldwide culture,” these